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WELCOME

Welcome to the Summer 2017 edition of our bi-monthly newsletter, ‘MF Times’.
It is great to see the sun shining and the longer evenings. I hope you will get to enjoy
some time to relax either at home or abroad in the coming weeks.
This edition contains a variety of articles which I hope you will find of interest to you
and your business. I would like to draw your attention, in particular, to the article
on pensions which begins on Page 3.
If you would like to discuss pensions or any other matters, please get in touch on
021 2428185 or info@manning-financial.ie
Breon.

SETTING UP
A PENSION FUND
Breon Manning
TMITI QFAFLIA Dip Wealth Management
Your pension is probably the most significant financial
undertaking you will ever make, which is why you really should
understand the basics.
Only 200,000 Irish employees have defined benefit pension
schemes, and only 700,000 contribute to a defined contribution
pension scheme. But will those contributions be sufficient to
fund your retirement?
Most people can’t answer that question, as the verbiage in
pension literature tends to put most of us to sleep. However,
unless you have won the lottery and invested wisely, you really
have to understand the basics of your pension plan.

Ireland has - without a doubt - the most lucrative pension
system in the world, but most people simply ignore it. The
Personal Retirement Savings Accounts (PRSAs) came out 15
years ago - around the same time as Special Savings Incentive
Accounts (SSIAs) -, with a 1% limit on the annual management
fee, and commissions of 5%.
PRSAs were portable, which meant that it could accompany
people when they changed jobs.
More than 1.2 million people opened SSIAs, but most remained
ambivalent towards PRSAs. Even today, half the working
population still ignores PRSAs.

UNDERSTANDING PENSIONS
Ireland is currently home to 667,000 citizens aged 66 or older.
By 2026, the number will rise to 767,300 and by 2050, this
number will exceed 1.8 million. Sixteen percent of of Irish
citizens will be of retirement age.
In 2010, one in every 7 adults was retired. By 2051, there will
be one retired person for every two workers. The government
will have to fund it. Exchequer funds are currently €238.30 per
week. Who knows what it will be by 2051?
With the predicted reduced workforce, the Government may not
be able to afford state pensions. Currently, it is hard for many to
survive on the €238.30 per week.
In the UK, the NHS recently published a report stating that
the average life expectancy for men will be 85.7 years and
for women, 87.6 by 2030. As such, it will take some serious
planning to fund pensions to last for a minimum of 20 years.
It makes sense to invest in a pension, even when you’re in a
lower tax bracket (20%). Here’s why:
• It only costs you €80 for every €100 invested, which means
that you will only start losing money if the fund drops by 20%.
At the higher tax rate, it makes even more sense. There are
indications that relief will be reduced in the next few years,
but it will makes sense, even at the 20% rate.
• Pension fund growth is tax free.
• You can take 25% of your fund as a tax-free lump sum
(up to €200,00 maximum) when you retire. The maximum
allowable is €2 million, and if you have that much, you can
take an additional €300,000 at 20%.

New legislation demands that all companies nominate an
insurer for pension contributions. Furthermore, they have to
provide a facility that deducts the contributions directly from
employees’ salaries.
Government may force employers into auto-enrolment, which
might cause them to pay the minimum 4% contribution and
employees to pay 2% contributions, initially.
Inflation is another important factor to consider when it
comes to your contributions, as it causes purchasing power to
decrease over time, thus eroding investment returns and real
savings. Inflation has averaged approximately 4% a year since
1925. At that rate, it means that if you currently need €50,000
to fund your retirement, you will need €115,000 by 2037 and
€175,000 by 2047.
For every 10 years in age, your pension contribution limits will
change and your net relevant earnings should increase by 5%
on the previous age bracket.
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HOW TO SET UP A PENSION PLAN
When you consider setting up a pension plan, you will want to
consider these four main components:
1. The reputation and strength of the insurer that administers
the fund.
2. The company’s performance, as well as that of the fund/s
that maintain the pension contributions. Fortunately, we’re in a
8-year bull market, which casts a healthy glow on performance.
Due to the vast choices, most investors opt for simple five fund
‘managed’ structures offered by leading insurance companies
with varied risk categories.
3. Determine your own risk category based on annual
performance. When you choose the Lifestyle option, you will
find that younger contributors have higher risks, and it becomes
more cautious as you age. The European Securities and Markets
Authority (ESMA) defines risk categories for all stocks on its
database. It also controls the European Rating Platform (ERP),
and provides free access to up-to-date rating outlooks of all
public companies as well as credit ratings.

Self-employed individuals, business owners, or company
directors have access to a range of highly tax-efficient schemes,
ranging from Self Invested Personal Schemes (SIPs), to Self
Directed Trusts and Small Self Administered Pension Schemes
(SSAPs) that avail the investor of incredible options that may be
leverage borrowing on a 30 / 70% basis. That means that, since
banks are lending again, you can use 30% of your pension fund
to buy an investment (property, non-property or commercial
syndicate). Seventy percent of the loan for the investment
will be funded by your tax free pension contributions and
rental income, and there is no capital gains on the sale of the
investment, which is part of your pension. Since it is in your
trust, your family will inherit it on your demise. This system
enables you to make larger investments, which can then be
used towards future loans.
A married 55-year old man who earns €100,000 a year and has
no pension, may have a company that can invest €187,440 a
year into his SSAP for the next ten years, provided his company
makes sufficient profits. Besides the complex pension options
above, and the €115,000 salary that might be considered as a
personal pension contribution, two more options exist, namely
defined contribution and defined benefit schemes.
Defined benefit schemes dictate that employees must receive
one and a half times their annual salary as a tax-free lump sum
on retirement as well as 66% of cases (50% in public sector)
of their final year’s income, irrespective of the performance of
the fund to which either the employee, or the employer, or both
have not contributed. This obviously only applies to individuals
who have completed forty years of service, or who have reached
retirement age.
Defined contribution pensions are available through companies or
through group pension arrangements, which are the mechanism
behind Self Invested Personal Pension Plans, Small Self
Administered Pensions (SSAPs), behind Personal Pension Plans,
Personal Retirement Savings Accounts (PRSAs), Additional
Voluntary Contributions (AVCs), and Executive Pension Plans.
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It rates each public company and categorises it according to the
ESMA-designated lanes of differing risk categories. Emerging
markets, energy and technology stocks and BRIC countries
(Brazil, Russia, India and China) would typically be included in the
highest risk category, while government bonds and cash funds
would be in the lowest risk category. Consider which category
suits you, rather than individualising your stock selection.
4. Fees and commissions payable to the broker or intermediary
who set up the pension plan.

The individual or company will decide the annual salary percentage
contribution, which is why it is called a defined contribution.
The income due on retirement is not guaranteed, but will be
determined by the size of the accumulated fund at maturity or
retirement. It is dependent on the costs associated with the
fund as well as the vagaries of the market. For that reason, it is
important to rigorously review all defined contribution pensions
annually to determine your pension’s progress. Assess whether
it has grown or whether you need to make greater contributions,
or even switch funds. The Additional Voluntary Contributions
(AVCs) scheme allows you to supplement your pensions through
an additional tax saving on both defined contribution and defined
benefit schemes.
You can ensure that there is enough money left in your defined
contribution to fund your retirement by taking the right steps
now. Consider the age thresholds, and implement AVCs if you
can afford it. While it is tax efficient, you may have more pressing
priorities, but don’t procrastinate.You’re never too young to start
a pension fund.
Since the Central Bank of Ireland took over the regulation of
investment intermediaries and insurance brokers, there have
been several changes. As the key person in your future financial
planning, your financial adviser should provide you with a Terms
of Business on your first meeting. The document should outline
the investment and insurance agencies the adviser maintains, as
well as how he or she earns fees.
In most cases, insurance companies pay advisers, which makes
them tied agents. Compliance is of major importance. While the
consumer, intermediary and insurance company may view it as
paperwork, it really is designed to ensure honesty, integrity and
probity. It has to be done.

To discuss your pension options please contact
Manning Financial today on 021 2428185
or info@manning-financial.ie

Dr. Constantin Gurdgiev
At the end of the ‘‘Trump boom’’, investors
should diversify equity exposures, reduce
passive allocations, exit leveraged companies
and stay alert.
Much has been said and written about the rise, and the
ongoing decline, of the so-called ‘Trump boom’. With the
persistent, and rising, uncertainty and ambiguity surrounding
geopolitical risks, and the growth in volatility and complexity
of partisan politics in the U.S., the premise that the economic
honeymoon for the new Administration has been short lived is
well anchored in the reality. But the data behind the assertion
that the end of the Trump boom spells the beginning of
unwinding of the massive monetary and fiscal imbalances that
propelled the U.S. and global economies over the last 6 years
is still incomplete. Instead, key markets’ metrics suggest we
are close to the peak bull run in equities and debt, but a timing
of the downward correction to come remains uncertain.
Most of the analysis one encounters today in the media is
focused on macroeconomic fundamentals. These include
declining rates of economic expansion (both in the U.S. and
worldwide), stagnant productivity growth, cooling off in credit
growth (including most recent cratering in new corporate
lending in North America and the continued banking problems
in Europe), and lagging domestic demand and inflation. In
macroeconomic terms, the world economy is still a glass
half-full.
Take the U.S. Consumer demand. The first quarter of this
year witnessed a marked decline in car sales, and fledging
household spending, amidst slipping consumer sentiment
readings. The latest indicators suggest that U.S. private
consumption grew at an anaemic pace of just 1.1 percent
(annualised) in January-March 2017, down from the 3.5
percent growth in the last quarter of 2016. This set the stage
for the start of 2017 to be the worst first quarter reading since
2009 - the start of the current growth / recovery cycle. In line
with the bad news, and pressured by massive migration of
sales to online retail, the retail sector across the U.S. has
been posting historically high rates of corporate insolvencies.
1Q 2017 numbers of bankruptcy filings in the retail sector
are running close to double 2016 quarterly averages. Retail
real estate indices in the U.S. have posted a 3 percent decline
in prices, while retail chain closures have hit 14 as of April
6th. Another key sector for consumer demand, responsible
for the largest share of new jobs created in the last 4 years,
restaurants and bars, have reported weak figures, with data
covering the period through February 2017.
Things are slippery on the macroeconomic slope, but the
story of the incoming markets’ storms is better viewed from
the window into corporate finance, and especially companies’
capital spending (capex). This is the coalface of the long
overdue markets’ re-valuation and the key signal when it
comes to assessing the potential impact of the monetary
policies normalisation awaiting the world’s largest central
banks.
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M&A

INVESTMENTS

Let us take Mergers and Acquisitions, or M&As - the main driver
of corporate investment in recent years. As companies scaled
back on organic investment in new capacities and technologies,
American (and subsequently European) firms have unleashed
a wave of debt-financed M&As in 2011-2016. Before the crisis,
during 2006-2007, overall U.S. M&A volumes averaged US$1.65
trillion, annually. During the height of the financial crisis and the
subsequent Great Recession, the average annual volume fell
to just over US$0.8 trillion. 2011-2013 recovery brought M&As
back, with the average annual deal volumes of about US$1.03
trillion. In the years after, 2014 and 2015, saw U.S. corporate
M&As reaching US$1.6 trillion and US$2 trillion, respectively.
Before finalisation of several mega-mergers announced in late
2016, the deals volume slipped to US$1.4-1.5 trillion in 2016.
All in, since the onset of the monetary policy-driven recovery,
U.S. companies spent some US$7.2 trillion dollars on buying
up each others’ assets - money that represents questionable
value-for-money given that the prevailing empirical consensus
on M&As suggests that up to 70 percent of the announced
investments fail to reach their financial goals and objectives set
out at the start of the deal. Put differently, up to US$5 trillion (or
nearly 27 percent of the 2016 GDP of the United States) of the
publicly disclosed M&As volumes are unlikely to generate the
return on investment factoid into justifying them.

Aggregate corporate, household and government investment is
also weak. Based on the latest data compiled by the IMF, total
investment as a share of GDP is expected to stay well below
pre-crisis average in 2017 in six of the seven largest advanced
economies. This is the worst investment performance since
2010. Cumulative underinvestment, since 2009 through 2016
will total 26.7 percent of GDP in the U.S., 23.7 percent in Italy,
19.6 percent in Japan, 14.0 percent in the UK and almost 8.7
percent in Germany (Chart 2 below). The latest forecasts show
that this problem is expected to persist into 2022.

CHART 2: Total Investment as % of GDP:
Cumulative 2009-2016 shortfall on precrisis average

Source: author’s own calculations based on data from IMF

CHART 1: U.S. Investment and M&A Volume
Source: IMF, FactSet and author’s own calculations

Despite this dire lack of organic investment and the slowdown
in the M&As, global debt levels are continuing to climb. In 1996,
total debt to GDP ratio across the global economy stood at 249
percent. This rose to 325 percent in 2016 according to the data
from Institute of International Finance (IIF) (Chart 3).

As the chart above shows, on-trend dynamics in M&A volumes
imply a significant reduction in corporate activity in 2017.
Using the IMF’s latest projection for U.S. GDP and aggregate
investment, M&A share of total investment in 2017 is likely to
fall to around 28.5 percent from 41.0 percent in 2016 and 54.5
percent in 2015. On average, between 2011 and 2016, M&A
activity accounted for just under 40.3 percent of all aggregate
public, private corporate and household investment in the world’s
largest economy. That said, U.S. M&A deal activity increased in
March, rising 24.7% with 909 announcements compared to 870 in
February, based on data from FactSet. Aggregate M&A spending
also increased. Still, the number of deals in 1Q 2017 is at 2,902,
down 373 on the same period of 2016.
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Corporate debt growth in the emerging markets and government
debt explosion in the advanced economies are the two key
drivers of global liabilities expansion in 2016-2017 worldwide.
Government debt in the U.S. and UK has more than doubled
over the last 10 years. For Japan and the Eurozone, Government
debt rose more than 50 percent. With rising interest rates in
the U.S. and the possibility of monetary policy normalisation
by the ECB (brought closer by the seemingly abating political
risks in post-election France and Holland), the IMF has recently
warned that the ‘‘sheer size of debt’’ could set the stage for an
unprecedented private deleveraging process that could derail
“the fragile [global] economic recovery”.
Even a simple maths calculation suggests that 1 percent
increase in global policy rates will risk taking US$2.4 trillion out
of the global economy through higher debt servicing costs. The
IMF projects total economic growth in 2017 to be just US$2.71
trillion. While timing and severity of the policy rates cliff will
differ across different states, these costs are hard to ignore.

DEBT

CHART 3: Global Debt, USD billions
Source: IIF and author’s own calculations based on data
from IMF and IIF

A combination of uncertainties surrounding monetary policies’
impact on corporate and government debt markets, alongside
continued weak performance in the corporate investment stand
contrasted by the prolonged bull run in the equity markets.
Meanwhile, aggregate bubbles created in recent years across
virtually all asset classes continue to inflate on less-thanimpressive macroeconomic news and aggregate demand
dynamics.
Strategically, investors do not need to pivot from equities to
cash. At least not yet. Instead, more careful screening of specific
stocks (based on lower corporate debt exposures) and greater
market diversification in favour of companies generating more
than 50 percent share of earnings from the markets other
than the U.S. can provide better risk hedging opportunities.
Another defensive move would be to reduce allocations to
passively managed funds, such as ETFs, and gear toward a
higher portfolio allocation to more actively managed individual
equities’ positions. Incidentally, these strategies have been
gaining on market performance terms in recent months, with
both international diversification in earnings and lower leverage
‘screens’ yielding rising returns relative to S&P 500 in 1Q 2017.
As Herbert Stein’s Law postulates, ‘‘If something cannot go on
forever, it will stop’’. We might not know exactly when or where
that stop will be triggered, but we can foresee its extent. It is
likely to be highly disruptive and broadly-based. Be forewarned,
and take cover.

Dr Constantin Gurdgiev is the Adjunct Assistant Professor of Finance with Trinity College,
Dublin and serves as a co-founder and a Director of the Irish Mortgage Holders Organisation
Ltd and the Chairman of Ireland Russia Business Association. He holds a non-executive
appointment on the Investment Committee of Heniz Global Asset Management, LLC (US).
In the past, Dr Constantin Gurdgiev served as the Head of Research with St Columbanus
AG (Switzerland), the Head of Macroeconomics with the Institute for Business Value, IBM,
Director of Research with NCB Stockbrokers Ltd and Group Editor and Director of Business
and Finance Publications. He also held a non-executive appointment on the Investment
Committee of GoldCore Ltd (Ireland) and Sierra Nevada College (US).
Born in Moscow, Russian, Dr. Gurdgiev was educated in the University of California,
Los Angeles, University of Chicago, John Hopkins University and Trinity College, Dublin.
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USEFUL APPS
AT HOLIDAY TIME
During the annual summer holidays
(at home or abroad) your phone or tablet
can be extremely helpful. From providing
information on where to go for dinner and
which tourist spots are the ‘must-see’
attraction to keeping children occupied
(and parents sane) during long journeys.
Here are some apps that will help you.

Google Translate
Feeling lost in a foreign country? It can be daunting trying to
find your way around on holidays. This app will translate words
and phrases by either pointing your phone at what you want to
translate, or it supports live conversation translation in over 30
languages.

Homestay
We have all heard of Airbnb. Well, Homestay, another Irish creation,
but you get to stay in the home of a local person who will be your
host for the trip. This allows you get an in depth local knowledge
and insight you may not otherwise experience. Currently there are
over 16,000 host homes spanning 120 locations worldwide.

Tides Near Me
For those who enjoy the outdoors or just enjoy relaxing on the
beach, this app allows you to check local tides in most holiday
destinations in almost 4,500 locations worldwide. It also gives the
times of sunrise and sunset.

Yelp
Yelp is excellent when you are looking for a place to eat or a
certain type of shop. The map it provides is superior to Google
and it is fantastic in the United States but also good in most
European countries.
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CleverCards
Many see sending postcards as a dying tradition which is a shame.
However, this Irish made app has brought postcards into the 21st
century. You can create your own postcards - of the virtual kind using your own photos from your phone or tablet. You can write
a few words and send to your friends and family anywhere in the
world, via email for just over €3.

Uber
When on a transatlantic holiday, Uber is a must have. It is cheaper
and quicker than local companies. All bookings and payments are
done online. Security and tracking is built in as well as a mutual
driver/passenger rating system.

Kindle
Tired of books weighing down your luggage? The Kindle app is a
great alternative. Much of the same content that is available with
a Kindle e-reader is available on the app. It is also a great way to
keep children occupied on long journeys.

Google Photos
This app allows you to access your photos from multiple devices
and frees up storage on your phone or iPad which limits you to a
set amount of free memory. With Google Photos, upload is free
with an unlimited number of pictures.

Snapseed
Snapseed, a free photo editor allows your to brighten pictures you
take on your phone. You can also select bits of a photograph to edit
instead of needing to edit the whole image.

Foursquare
Foursquare is an excellent guide to what is good and bad in the
area. It uses the GPS system on your phone to locate exactly where
you are and offer recommendations on local eateries or amenities.

Nest
If you are worried about your home when you are holidays, Nest
is a great app to relieve your fears. If you have a security camera
installed then you just download the app to your device and once
set-up, you can check what is going on at home. It also instantly
saves movement online, so burglars can’t out-smart it by cutting
the camera system off.

Minecraft Pocket Edition
If you have children in the 6 to 12 age bracket, then chances are
they’ll be fans of Minecraft. At just under €7, this is a worthwhile
investment to keep your little ones happy for long periods and to
make your journey less stressful.

Sky Go
Over 75% of houses have a Sky box. However, many customers
are unaware that you can access Sky via your device. Download
the Sky Go app onto your phone and login with your account
information and you will have instant access to your Sky package
from any location in Ireland.

iMovie/Video Editor
iMovie, available only on Apple devices is extremely user friendly
and probably the best app available to bring together all your
clips. It also allows you to add captions and make excellent minimovies that you can share on video sharing websites such as You
Tube. All this for just under €5. If you have an Android phone, then
Video Editor is probably the best app for you. It guides you through
putting together your own video records and lets you pick themes,
background music and voiceovers.

Yahoo Weather
Weather is such an important factor when planning a holiday, or
indeed when you are on holiday. Yahoo Weather is the best for
providing detailed forecasts. It not only provides hour-by-hour and
longer range forecasts, it also provides information on levels of
humidity, UV rays and the all important probability of rain. So you
are covered for every eventuality. More detailed information, such
as wind indicators and local maps can also be obtained.

Netflix
Particularly handy if you are on holiday in Ireland, where you are
guaranteed to get a few days rain. This app can be your life line. The
basic subscription which can be cancelled at any time costs just
€10. This allows you to use two devices, be they tablets, phones or
laptops. It is great for children too as there is a huge catalogue of
children’s programmes.

Google Maps
Gone are the days where you need to buy guidebooks/maps before
you go on holidays. The only map you need is right there on your
phone. This app provides detailed street, park and coastal maps
and gives you point to point directions. Another great feature is
that it tells you what traffic is like on most urban roads, so you
know where to avoid and when.
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BUSINESS BRIEFS
MAJORITY OF IRISH FIRMS ARE
ON A GROWTH TRAJECTOR
Bank of Ireland released, at the end of April, their latest
Economic Pulse which surveys 1,000 households and
over 2,000 businesses on a range of topics including
the economy, their financial situation, spending plans,
house price expectations and business activity. The Pulse
indicates that while the unsettled external environment and
Brexit in particular remains a worry, households and firms
appear to have taken the triggering of Article 50 – and also
the recent industrial unrest at home - in their stride. Both
consumer and business sentiment picked up in April and
the Economic Pulse registered its highest reading since the
UK’s decision to leave the EU.

ECONOMY ON TARGET TO DELIVER
55,000 NEW JOBS THIS YEAR
The Irish economy is on target to create 55,000 additional
jobs this year and a further 50,000 in 2018, according
to updated forecasts from the Department of Finance,
bringing the unemployment rate well below 6 per cent.
The Department said the economy was growing strongly,
but warned that the threat of Brexit and a changed policy
stance in the US meant that “a continuation of robust
economic expansion cannot be taken for granted”.
The forecasts, which are contained in the updated draft
stability programme which will be submitted to the
European Commission, confirm that the official GDP
growth forecast for this year has been increased to 4.3

IRISH COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
MARKET PICKS UP AFTER SLOW
START TO YEAR
CBRE Property Consultants released, at the beginning of
May, their latest Bi-Monthly Research Report which looks
at the latest trends and transactions in the Irish commercial
real estate sector.
The report shows activity has gathered pace in the Irish
commercial property market over recent months following
a slow start to the year. Strong investor appetite continues
to prevail, encouraged by healthy occupier market
fundamentals.
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The April survey found that the majority of firms are on
a growth trajectory with two in three having ambitions
to expand their businesses in the next 1 to 3 years. This
is unchanged from January when this question was last
asked but, reflecting the general air of uncertainty in the
wake of the UK’s decision to leave the EU and the US
Presidential election outcome, is down from three in four
in January 2016.
Discussing the Economic Pulse, Group Chief Economist
at Bank of Ireland, Dr. Loretta O’Sullivan commented
that Ireland is heading into a couple of interesting months
with elections across Europe and Britain negotiating its
withdrawal from the EU. She said that time will tell if the
improvement seen in April is temporary or if it will be
sustained.

per cent, from 3.7 per cent at the time of the last budget.
For 2018 a growth rate of 3.7 per cent is projected. The
document says the key goal of budget policy is to improve
the “resilience” of the economy so that any adverse
developments can be absorbed “with minimal fallout”.
The documents forecast that Ireland will meet its
borrowing forecasts of reducing the structural budget
deficit to 0.5 per cent of GDP by next year. This assumes
that growth meets forecasts and that the scale of tax cuts
and spending increases in the budget are in line with what
was envisaged in earlier plans.
The Department will finalise its pre-budget forecasts,
including the amount of money it will have to spend on
Budget Day, in a summer economic statement.

A shortage of traditional investible stock is encouraging
investors to focus on funding opportunities and investment
in alternative sectors. Availability has improved a little in the
office market over recent months and as a result occupiers
are taking time to make decisions. Prime rents and yields
in all sectors are stable at this juncture but CBRE warn that
the scarcity of housing in the Dublin market is the biggest
issue facing the industry in the short to medium term.
CBRE say there is an urgent need for the Government to
facilitate the delivery of the Build to Rent (BTR) concept
which has the ability to deliver scale quickly. They are also
urging all landowners and stakeholders to release more
land for sale to facilitate the delivery of much-needed
housing stock.

CITYPOST LAUNCHES NEW SERVICE
FOR IRISH BUSINESS
It was announced in the middle of April that CityPOST
is launching a new nationwide business postal service,
PostPICK-UP, which undercuts the annual costs of the
existing universal provider by up to 21% (CityPOST price
79c). CityPOST is offering free postal collection from
businesses and delivery to anywhere in Ireland or in 200
countries around the world.
CityPOST is Ireland’s largest independent postal service
company. It is also the largest postal company in
Portugal and Northern Ireland. CityPOST has over €1m
invested in a state of the art sorting facility in Greenogue
Business Park, giving it Ireland’s largest independently

BUSINESSES BACK NEW CORKLIMERICK MOTORWAY, SURVEY FINDS
Businesses in Munster have given their overwhelming
support to the proposed €850 million M20 motorway
between Cork and Limerick, according to a new survey
which found near unanimous belief that it would enhance
linkages between the two cities.
The survey carried out by Red C Research for Cork Chamber
and Limerick Chamber found that some 98 per cent of
respondents said it would boost economic links between
Cork and Limerick with 97 per cent predicting a reduction in
traffic congestion and journey times between the two cities.
The survey took place in March with over 250 businesses
from Ennis, Limerick Charleville, Mallow and Cork
Chambers taking part. Limerick and Cork Chambers have
also commissioned Indecon Economic Consultants to look
at the benefits of a motorway.

IRISH BUSINESS PRIORITISING
TALENT RETENTION
Four in five organisations have experienced skills shortages
in the past two years and are now increasing development
opportunities (57%) and upskilling the workforce (63%)
to help grow their talent pipeline. Furthermore, attracting
and retaining talent is the top priority for Irish businesses
over the next two years, according to research from
CIPD Ireland, the professional body for HR and people
development.
Research from CIPD Ireland in March 2017 on pay trends
showed that in 2016, a third of employers made a counteroffer when an employee stated their intention to resign
and 38% agreed there was a likelihood for additional pay
increases for specific groups or individuals. The research

owned digital sorting infrastructure.
PostPICK-UP is the latest CityPOST service to be launched
for Irish businesses. In January, the independent
provider launched iPOST, a hybrid mail, one-stopsolution, providing free letterheads, free printing and
free envelopes and then processing, packing and posting
a letter for just 89c - less than the price of a stamp.
Commenting on the new service, CityPOST CEO, Ian
Glass said, there is a real opportunity to grow the
postal market in Ireland, but this is only possible
through innovation and developing new products like
PostPICK-UP, Hybrid mail and new price points. The
strategy employed the CityPost is innovation together
with joining forces with other providers with the goal of
creating a better system.

According to the Chambers, the motorway would create
a seamless Atlantic corridor stretching from Cork to
Limerick and up to Galway, which would stimulate the
local economies as well as providing a strong complement
to Dublin and improving competition thereby relieving
congestion.
Limerick Chamber Chief Executive Officer James Ring said
the survey clearly showed overwhelming support among
business for the upgrade of the M20, which is essential to
stimulate growth in both cities and areas between.
Cork Chamber Chief Executive Officer Conor Healy said the
motorway is needed as a natural complement to Dublin and
as a basis for economic development all the way from Cork
to Galway.
Minister for Finance Michael Noonan suggested that the
Cork-Limerick motorway could be built as long as tolls are
included as the State would not be able to carry the cost of
the project on its own.

shows a gap between the aspiration of how people should
be treated at work and what leaders do in practice. When
asked “Should people have a say in what happens then
at work?”, two-thirds of HR and business leaders (66%)
believed it was the right thing to do, but only one in four
(24%) said they always apply the principle.
Commenting on the research, Director of CIPD Ireland,
Mary Connaughton said that survey results pointed
towards investing more in developing organisations and
people and supporting individuals to learn throughout
their life. This means getting the Government involved
to support life-long accredited learning, to examine
alternative income mechanisms, such as the universal
basic income to deal with more unstructured and insecure
work patterns; and to take action to address Ireland’s
looming pension crisis.
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STATUS OF REVENUE
COMMISSIONER’S
RULINGS TO CHANGE
TH
TH
ON JUNE 30

If you have a Revenue ruling that dates back more than 5 years you should
save the date - June 30th, because that is when the Revenue Commissioners
rulings will undergo a status change.

If you have a ruling from Revenue detailing how it will tax
certain activities, which is more than 5 years old and you wish
for the ruling to remain valid then you will need to take action
before June 30th.

Defining trade is not as simple as you would think as there is
no solid definition for it under tax law. This is why there are
many court cases to determine whether a taxpayer carried out
a trade or not.

Revenue rulings provide some level of certainty amongst the
complex world of tax law. Seeking such a ruling is not done to
gain an advantage but to ensure you will know how Revenue
will view and tax certain activities. The advantage here is that
Revenue knows a taxpayer’s activity in advance rather than
years later during an audit.

Judges often look at certain ‘badges’ of trade when making a
decision. These include:
•

Does the matter concern a trade, in general?

•

How frequently has a dealing occurred?

Confirmations or opinions, previously referred to as rulings are
common occurrences in tax law. Examples can be viewed on
the Revenue website. The complexity of tax law is highlighted
by the fact that an interpretation can change instantaneously
due to court rules on a specific matter.

•

For what duration was the product held before a dealing?

•

Was the product modified before it was sold?

•

Was the sale motivated by profit?

Take, for example, the 12.5% rate of corporation tax which
is not applicable to all of a company’s profits - only to those
arising from a trade activity. Rental income or interest income,
for example will be taxed at a rate of 25%.

•

What circumstances gave rise to the sale?

•

What is the taxpayer’s Irish footprint in terms of generating
profit?
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Different questions are applicable to entities in the services
and financial sectors. The answer to these questions will
determine if a trade exists within the perimeters of the 12.5%
rate where the taxpayer is a company.
Given the complexity (and often the ambiguity) surrounding
tax law, a taxpayer can, understandably, have doubts as to
the designation of a trade. Therefore, asking Revenue for its
view, rather than waiting for a decision at audit time may be
the best course of action.
Decisions made during an audit may carry an interest
payment for late payment as well as other penalties, based
on the decision originally made by the taxpayer. Such fines
could be appealed but this can often be a long process.

So, to summarise - if in 2010 a company asked Revenue for its
opinion on whether a particular course of action constituted
a trade and a rule concurred that it was, then it’s a trade.
Assuming the activity of that company remained the same,
then that Revenue opinion expired on January 1st this year.
The company can, therefore, no longer go with that ruling and
is back to where they were pre the 2010 ruling. In that case
the company can take two possible courses of action:
•

Take its own view in terms of trade definition and rate of
tax to be paid and wait to see how Revenue views this
during an audit

•

Re-apply to the Revenue for their opinion before June
30th, 2017.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Revenue recommends that taxpayers who wish to rely on
opinions before January, 1st 2012 for any specific transaction,
or for transactions during part of, or the entire period before
January 1st, 2017 should:
-- Supply evidence of the opinion;
-- Apply for an extension or renewal with the relevant Revenue
district that deals with your affairs by June 30th, 2017.
If you opt for the second course of action, the old ruling should
remain in effect until Revenue determines their decision. If,
for example, Revenue reports in October this year that in its
view the company is not trading, then the old rule will apply
until that date in October.
In the event that you don’t opt to apply, and it is determined
that your company is not trading, the determination will be
valid as from January 1st, 2017, along with the relevant cash
expenditure, associated with this decision.

The June 30th deadline is applicable not only whether the
company is trading, but also to Revenue opinions and
confirmations older than five years. Revenue provides
guidance in the form of a non-exhaustive list of examples,
which includes transfer pricing methods, trading states,
and more.
Rulings may include anything from deductions for tax
depreciation on assets to mergers and more.
According to OECD and EU initiatives relating to the
exchange of information on tax rulings, opinions provided
by Revenue, as well as extension or renewal of existing
opinions may be subject to disclosure to non-Irish tax
authorities.
If you have an expired tax ruling that is still relevant and
which you wish to keep, you should take action now as
June 30th will be here in the blink of an eye.
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EU
General Data
Protection
Regulation

GDPR

8 more things you should
know about the GDPR

1

All companies in the EU will be subject to the
new GDPR rules regarding the handling of
personally identifiable consumer data.

2

Personal data extends beyond dates of birth
to pin numbers, passwords, social security
details, email addresses, IP addresses,
location, gender, physical attributes, race, age
and more.

3

Significant fines will be issued not only to third
parties who illegally expose personal data, but
also to the company who owns the information.
This also applies to companies whose data is
hacked, leaked or unintentionally shared with
unauthorised parties, even if the company’s
database was hacked.

4

These new laws will provide guidelines for
consumer access to data, including transferring
it to a third party, or destroying it.

5

GDPR regulations are based on a cornerstone
of consent, which will go beyond the existing
‘tick box’ system used to request permission
to store or share consumer data.

6

A crucial aspect of consent is that it may
be withdrawn as simply as it was granted.
Companies do not have the right to hold onto
an EU Citizen’s information indefinitely just
because they have permission from them to do
so on a previous occasion.

7

Companies will have quite a task ahead of
them to adhere to the regulations, however,
rules will become more straightforward for
businesses while providing more protection for
consumers at the same time.

8

In addition to levelling the playing field for data
protection within the EU, the GDPR rules must
also be followed by companies outside of the
EU who store data of EU-based citizens.

&

CLOUD COMPUTING

The EU General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) which will come into
effect on May 25th, 2018 will replace
the Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC
and will combine Europe’s data privacy
laws to empower and protect all EU
citizens’ data privacy. The new laws
will replace the current outdated laws
relating to data protection regulation.
Most of the current legislation has
not been amended since 2003 which
pre-dates the creation of Instagram,
Twitter, Facebook and other social
media platforms which are some of the
most ubiquitous personal data holders.
Effectively, GDPR will revolutionise the
way in which organisations approach
data privacy, and save the EU more than
€2bn per year.
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Experts predict that cloud computing will continue to grow over
the next few years and may be challenged by the introduction
of GDPR. The larger cloud computing companies have started
preparing for the GDPR. The challenge for the consumer is that
you may be held accountable if there is a serious data breach.
You may even be fined.
Cloud storage is a handy tool, which provides users and
organisations with affordable storage, infrastructure, platforms
and software, all of which increase flexibility and productivity.
As we have seen, the GDPR places strict requirements on
both users and service providers in terms of compliance and
responsible use of customer data and you can no longer escape
responsibility by outsourcing to a 3rd party. Furthermore, storing
content on behalf of another person or company does not negate
your liability. Therefore, you need to consider a few things about
your cloud storage and if you are unsure about anything, you will
need to discuss it with your cloud provider.

1

FIND OUT WHERE YOUR DATA IS
STORED AND HOW IT IS PROCESSED

In order to successfully backup your data, cloud computing
companies often store data on multiple sites across the globe.
However, you should find out which security procedures the
company implements to keep your data secure during transfer.

2

FIND OUT IF YOUR CLOUD SERVICE
HAS A DATA PROTECTION OFFICER

Companies that store large volumes of data for many clients
must have a Data Protection Officer.

3

ENSURE THAT YOUR DATA
IS ACCESSIBLE ONLY TO YOU

Check with your cloud storage provider to ensure that your
data will never be shared with any third party. This should be
covered in your agreement.

4

DON’T COLLECT AND STORE DATA
UNLESS YOU REALLY NEED IT

In the past, companies stored all the available data they
had on their customers, or opt-in subscribers. Much of the
information was not required for communications with the
clients or for providing the service.
Consider what data you need, and consider simplifying
matters by reducing it to only collect the absolutely necessary
information. The last thing you want is a sizable fine for a data
breach caused by information you did not really need as it was
not relevant to your service.

5

DESTROY DATA WHEN YOU
NO LONGER NEED IT

Once you are done with data, delete it, and request a guarantee
from the cloud provider that it is not backed up anywhere else.
You could be held responsible if the data that lands up in the
wrong hands.
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SIMPLE
TIPS
to
Boost Your Online Privacy

These days, it’s hard to go online and not read
about hacking or online activity tracking. While
Internet users’ privacy protections were rolled
back, it may not directly affect Irish Internet
users. Therefore, it’s a good idea to consider
your own privacy options.
This article should give you some great tips on
how you can beef up your online privacy.
TRY THE ONION ROUTER
The Onion Router (or Tor, for short) covers your tracks
online by bouncing your connection through various different
locations around the world, making your path more difficult
to follow. While it doesn’t guarantee online anonymity, it does
make it harder to build up a user portfolio of your Internet
usage. You can use Tor hardware or the Tor browser to hide
your online activity. Find out more here: Tor Project

USE A VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORK (VPN)
Virtual Private Networks offer many advantages. In addition to
providing some anonymity, it also allows you to change your
virtual geographical location. It helps you hide from advertisers
and other privacy concerns, and it provides a gateway through
those nasty geographic locks that prevent you from accessing
content that is blocked for your location. Unfortunately, Netflix
and BBC iPlayer are cracking down on VPNs accessing their
service, but many other services can still be accessed with VPN.
Some free VPNs are ad-supported, while others provide a certain
amount of use for free. High-volume users, such as those who
stream content, will benefit from signing up for paid services.
Before you pay for a VPN, be sure to read online reviews. Some
VPNs do sell information on users’ Internet activity to third parties.

USE PRIVACY PROTECTION
Block your Internet activity from trackers by using a browser
extension that blocks ads and cookies from sites that don’t use
Do Not Track requests. Privacy Badger is one such tool. It uses
a colour-coded aid to show what it is doing. The downside is
that some sites will require that you switch off such extensions
before allowing you access free content on the site.
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USE A THIRD PARTY DOMAIN
NAME SYSTEM (DNS) SERVICE
Most people simply use the default domain name servers set
up by their Internet service providers. The DNS system matches
the web address typed in the browser’s address bar with the
unique IP address used to identify a website.
By using the default DNS servers, your traffic uses those
servers, which can be tracked by your Internet service
provider. You can make the system more private and more
secure by using a different DNS server, and it can speed up
your Internet.
Open DNS is a great option to consider, as is Google’s Public
DNS service.

GO INCOGNITO
Popular browsers have been providing private browsing
options for a few years already. Chrome offers Incognito
mode, and Safari has Private mode.
These private browsing options don’t store cookies or a
browsing history. It will only stop other people from spying
on your online activity if they look through your device. If
does not hide your IP or identity from website servers or
advertisers.
However, private browsing is still a good step and easy to use.
The Do Not Track option in your browser settings may be the
most effective, as it sends websites a request not to track
your browsing data. Unfortunately, not all websites abide by
the requests, so it’s important to continue taking the required
steps to be careful what you do online.
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EXCEPTIONAL

There’s more to productivity than
high levels of activity. It’s really
more about ensuring that the
activities that yield the best results,
are being completed on time and
with consistency. Here are the three
secrets to productivity, as practiced
by exceptional leaders.

Prioritise!
Everyone has a to-do-list, but the problem with most to-dolists, is that they focus on pressing issues, rather than on the
places in which time can be spent in the most efficient manner.

You can learn to prioritise your activities by using the Pareto
Principle to create a 20/80 list, which can be done as follows:

Exceptional leaders may have to-do-lists too, but they base it on
the Pareto Principle, which states that 80% of results stem from
20% of your efforts. This principle is in effect in many areas of life:

2. Write 20% on one side of the line and 80% on the other side.

•

at work, 20% of the workforce do 80% of the work;

•

you probably wear 20% of the clothing in your wardrobe
80% of the time.

1. Draw a line down the centre of a sheet of paper.
Now list the most important issues on the left under 20%, and
everything else on the other side.
The left side will now contain only a few items on which you
should focus. These are the activities that will produce the
highest level of results.

Slow Down
Productive leaders share one habit that seems counterintuitive,
namely, that they actually slow down when given larger
projects. Everyone implements it differently, but most share
a constant range of overarching principles.
Instead of having to scramble to fit in new tasks, they first
make time to slow down and reflect before taking on the extra
responsibility. They don’t schedule their down-time around
other projects, but they fit everything around their daily quiet
time.

Exceptional leaders understand the value of making significant
investments in quiet time and calm. They understand that they
lead best from a place of calm. When a productive leader takes
multiple 10-minute breaks throughout the day, s/he makes
the most of it. A productive leader will step away from the
work, using the time to be re-energised, rather than using the
time to stress or ponder on work-related issues. Instead, they
block out solid chunks of time to thoroughly process issues,
focusing on one thing at a time.

Simplify!
Productive leaders are set apart from their peers by the way
they apply simple logic to their most challenging adversities.
While most people believe that their daily events determine their
outcomes, productive leaders don’t buy into that myth.

an E = O mentality. An internal locus of control doesn’t blame
outcomes on events, the weather, other people, or the economy.
Instead, they ask ‘‘How can I make this happen?’’, thus taking
the responsibility onto themselves.

The E = O mentality determines that as long as events are in their
favour, outcomes will be positive as well. As such, most people
believe that negatives will result in negative outcomes as well.
Perhaps the appeal of this equation is the fact that outcomes are
based on events, which are typically out of our control.

Productive leaders focus on their reaction to events, thus
following an Events + Reactions = Outcomes equation. The E
+ R = O equation was first taught by Dr. Robert Resnick. Jack
Canfield shared it in his book, The Success Principles.

Productive leaders have an internal locus of control, rather than

By transforming your mindset to focus on the one item you can
control - your response -, you can achieve greater outcomes.

If you want to become an exceptional leader, it is time to evaluate your habits. Re-evaluate your tasks to focus on what matters
most, and get that done first. Slow down to make time to rest, so that you can lead from a place of strength, quiet and focus and
finally, learn to own your response to events. When you achieve these three success habits, you will start noticing your productivity
and results increasing dramatically.
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LEGAL BRIEFS

MINISTER FOR JUSTICE SIGNS NEW
LAWS ON SEXUAL OFFENCES
New laws criminalising the purchase of sex and introducing
new offences relating to the sexual exploitation of children
will take effect at the end of March.
Tánaiste and Minister for Justice, Frances Fitzgerald signed
an order commencing certain provisions of the Criminal
Law (Sexual Offences) Act 2017.
In particular the Act introduces a specific offence relating to
the use of information and communications technology to
facilitate the sexual exploitation of a child.
The offence covered the sending of sexually explicit material
to a child and thereby targeted online sexual grooming of
children, the Minister said.

LEGAL ADVICE SOUGHT OVER
ADOPTION BILL CONTACT PROVISIONS
Children’s Minister Dr Katherine Zappone is seeking legal
advice over a proposed law to prevent adopted children
from contacting their birth parents if given their birth
certificate. The Adoption (Information and Tracing) Bill
2016 provides that adopted children must agree only to
use information in their birth certificate to contact a birth
parent if that parent has indicated a willingness to contact
them. Dr Zappone has acknowledged the “deep concern”
that many adopted people have over the Bill.

NEW LAW AIMS TO ENSURE WAITING
STAFF GET THEIR TIPS
To guarantee that low-paid workers, such as those in bars
and restaurants are legally entitled to receive this money,
a group of senators have introduced the Protection of
Employee Tips Bill 2017, to ensure that workers in service
sectors receive tips. Under the Act, “an employer shall not
withhold tips or other gratuities from an employee, make
a deduction from an employee’s tips or other gratuities
or cause the employee to return or give his or her tips or
other gratuities to the employer”.
If an employer does take gratuities from their staff, “the
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There were also new and strengthened offences in the
Act relating to child sexual abuse material, and offences
concerning sexual acts with under age children had also
been restated and strengthened. But the legislation also
recognised the reality of under age, consensual, peer
relationships through the introduction of a ‘proximity of age’
defence.
The Act also introduces a statutory definition of consent to a
sexual act and the legislation would also target the demand
for prostitution, including the trafficking of persons for the
purpose of prostitution. Chief executive of the Irish Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children Grainia Long said
while the commencement of the legislation was welcome,
it must be coupled with sufficient supports, treatment
programmes, adequate sentencing and post-release
supervision to ensure that children were better protected.

Susan Lohan, director of the Adoption Rights Alliance
(ARA), has said adopted people are entitled to
“unconditional and unfettered access” to their own
documents, including birth certificates. She also called
for clarity on the penalties that an adopted person would
face if they broke the agreement and contacted a parent as
people cannot be expected to sign an undertaking without
knowing what the consequences will be.
Dr Geoffrey Shannon, Special Rapporteur for Child
Protection, told the conference that the Government
should examine how other jurisdictions have balanced the
rights of a child and the right to privacy.

amount withheld, deducted, returned or given is a debt
owing to the employee” and treated as if it were wages
owed to that worker.
There is also provision in the Bill for an employer to be
obliged to display on menus, or in another suitable manner,
its policy on the distribution of tips to workers.The Bill was
brought for its first stage through the house in early April.
It is hoped that it will win cross-party support and be voted
into law in the coming months.
Put forward by Sinn Féin senators Paul Gavan, Trevor
O’Clochartaigh and Fintan Warfield, they said that
customers want to know where there tip is going and the
Bill would ensure transparency in this matter.
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RANGE OF SERVICES
PROTECTION

SAVINGS & INVESTMENT

Mortgage Protection
Term Insurance
Serious Illness
Income Protection
Life Cover with Tax Relief
(Section 785)
•• Group Income Protection
•• Group Death in Service

••
••
••
••

••
••
••
••
••

PENSIONS
•• Personal Pensions
••
••
••
••
••

(for the Self Employed)
PRSAs
Executive Pensions
(for company directors)
Self-Administered Pensions
Self-Directed Pensions
Group Occupational Pension Schemes

Lump Sum Investments
Bonds
Structured Products
Savings Plans

SPECIALIST ADVICE
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Business Protection
Partnership Insurance
Inheritance Tax Relief and Estate Planning
GMS Services for GPs
Financial Services for Cohabiting Couples
Pension Adjustment Orders
Employee Benefit Schemes

MORTGAGES
•• First Time Buyers, Investors and Trading Up
•• Access To Best Rates in the Market
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www.cpd.ie
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087 8315054
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